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We introduce the spaces y6(Rn) which are defined to be the set of all f 
in Cm(Rn) such that if q~ is a member of y,s(Rn) then for every E > 0 there 
is a CC~,J > 0 such that 
We denote the left side of (1) by 1) f jj(,,q) . It is automatically true thatf E y&(R”) 
implies yf E r#(R”) for all q~ in rcS(R”). We suppose that 
and that for each Iz E (1,2,..., n} we have 
sup exp0 f I”“> Ml 5‘ I) = a 
5 
(3) 
for all 8 > 0 no matter how large. But that 
(4) 
for all M > 0 no matter how large. We also claim that 3/b is closed with 
respect to differentiation under the assumption that for every E > 0 and 
every nonnegative integer 01 and every K E {I, 2,..., n} there is a C > 0 and 
an q > 0 such that 
(5) 
and that, furthermore, this makes differentiation a continuous linear trans- 
formation of yI1- into itself. The Paley-Wiener theorem and (4) imply that 
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‘YJ is an 8’ convolution module. Thus, by Proposition 22.1 of Treves [2] 
and the obvious fact that there is a Cm partition of unity in ‘y$ subordinate to 
any open cover of Rn, we see that a nonzero constant coefficient partial 
differential operator maps yti onto itself. Finally, by Theorem 23.1 of Treves 
[2] we see that if Q is P(a/ax)-convex, then P(a/ax) is an epimorphism of 
Y*(Q)* 
THEOREM 1. Let P(a/ax, ,..., a/axJ be nonhyperbolic in the direction 
(1, O,..., 0) which we assume is orthogonal to every characteristic direction. Then 
if & is a decreasing map from [0, 00) into itself satisfying (3), (4), and (5), and 9 
is given by (2), then P(a/ax) h as no continuous right inverse in y,(Q) for any 
nonempty open subset Q of Rn. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let $(& ,..., 5,) = $2(E2) ..- YW~J, and let W9 = 
a, Y’**, E,) E R+l: (aa + *.. + tna < 9). Let b denote a positive constant. 
Let Y~~,~([O, b]) denote the set of all functions in Ccm([O, b]) n r+,(R), equipped 
with the topology induced by the seminorms I/ Ij(c,+,j , where v is a member 
of y,*(R) which is equal to 1 in [0, b]. Then the standard geometrical argument 
of [I] shows that if P(a/ax, ,..., a/ax,) had a continuous right inverse in 
y,(Q) then for everyg(5, ,..., 6,) which is the Fourier transform of a function 
in r;(R+l) with support in B(S) and every x in [0, b], there is a mapping 
T z.s: Ylll,C(K4 4) -+ x, (6) 
where X is the space of functions U(t2 ,..., &J such that &It2 I/E,..., I 5, l/e)1 
v52 >-.-, ,$,)I is bounded for all E > 0, defined by 
T%,(f NE2 >***> 5,) = g(tz, I***> En) lob W - r> f (A 4x (7) 
where if P(a/ax, ,..., a/ax,) is irreducible, then 
E(Y) = WY) i Ak exp(Yly) 
k=l 
is the fundamental solution of 
wax,, t2 ,..., En) E(x1) =c4 (9) 
with support in [0, co). It is easy to see that there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that P(a/ax, ,..., a/ax,) is irreducible, that the Yk are roots, in an 
algebraic estension of the quotient field of the integral domain %‘(C+l)[Y], 
of the equation 
0 = Q(Y) = w, E, a-**, L), 
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where we assume, after a coordinate transformation if necessary, that 
S-1 
P(Y, 62 3***> if,) = Yrn + c bk(l2 ,-a*, 5,) Y", (10) 
k=O 
that y + IQ) is the Heviside function and that 
AK = [E (Yk - y,,]-‘- 
j#k 
(11) 
The nonhyperbolicity of P(a/L&) in the direction (1, O,..., 0) and the 
Siedenburg-Tarski theorem implies that one of { Yr ,..., Y,}, say Yr , satisfies 
Re Yl > Cl( t2;” + **- + 5n2)q’m + C2 , (14 
where C, and C, are real numbers and C, > 0 for all (6, ,..., 4,) belonging 
to an unbounded subset 4 of Rn-l. The closed graph theorem implies that 
the mapping T,,, described in (7) and (8) is continuous and that, consequently, 
there is a C > 0 such that 
$(I 52 I/+, I La II4 I de2 S.‘.S &JI j Lb E(Y)f(X -Y) dY / 
G c SUPMI t1 l/4 / Lb exP(--i(x, 5l>)f(4 dx I. (13) 
The argument of [l] shows that (13) must be violated for somefin y+([O, b]) 
and that P(a/ax, ,..., a/ax,) could not have had a continuous right inverse. 
Now we can use the proof of Theorem 1 of [3] or the Theorems 5.5.2 
and 5.5.3 of Hormander [4] to obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 1. If P(D) had a continuous right inverse in y&2) and there 
were a real vector N # 0 such that (N, I) = 0 for all 5 in Rn with P,(f) = 0, 
then 
P(D) = @W, D)) 
f&r some suitable polynomial 8 in one variable. 
Remark. The author can now prove that only hyperbolic operators can 
have a continuous right inverse on the space of infinitely differentiable 
functions defined on Euclidean space. One should be able to extend this 
result, which will appear elsewhere, to the function space studied in this paper. 
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